University Catholique de Lyon (UCLy)
At a glance
Location

Lyon, France

Erasmus Code

F LYON10

Students

8800

Campuses

1

Available places

4

Placement duration

Full academic year

Specialisms

All aspects of Business

Taught Language

English

Language Support

French classes available

Term dates

September—May

Website

https://www.ucly.fr/en/

Description
The Catholic University of Lyon was founded in
1875. With its location at the heart of a regional
capital, its close ties to business and strong
international links, it seeks to promote academic
excellence, creativity and integrity. UCLy is an
international University with over 140 student and
lecturer exchange agreements with universities all
over the world. It’s business school, ESDES, offers
classes in the areas of Finance, Marketing, Law and
Strategy and non-business areas such as
the European Union, and Culture and art in France.

Surrounding Area

major centre for banking and for chemical,
pharmaceutical and biotech industries. It is the
second highest ranked ’liveable city’ in France.

Accommodation
The University's Accommodation Service assists
students in finding a room, studio or flat in Lyon.
They can also arrange stays in UCLy student
residences or with a host family.

How to apply
When successfully selected by UWE Bristol and
nominated to ESDES you will need to complete an
online application form, attaching the following:

With more than 1.3m inhabitants, Greater Lyon is
the biggest French metropolitan area after Paris.
The city is known for it’s cuisine, history and
architectural landmarks - the whole city centre is
classified as a UNESCO World Heritage Site - the
largest urban area in the world to receive this title.

•

A CV

•

Passport photo

•

Letter of motivation

•

A transcript

The wider Lyon region has a long tradition of
business and technological enterprise and every
branch of industry can be found there. The city is a

Further information

Application deadline: 31 May
http://www.ucly.fr/en/study-in-lyon-186378.kjsp?
RF=1184921964009

